in the point total than was expected two years ago.

Last Monday afternoon the Tech freshmen looked very good against Holy Cross. The team lost a close game against Rhode Island State although Mart Jenkins created a new record over the 4½ mile course at Kingston.

The competition this year's team has been very keen, and Cooper, Matthews, and Oakes have knocked old timers from their last year positions.

Coach Oscar Enfield gave the following predictions for the meet. The teams from Maine should win easily, with New Hampshire and Rhode Island batting for second place. Tech might be in there, but with Harry Davis out, there is a big gap to fill.

"The winner will be Edwin C. Verrier of Colby with the Black twins and William Humann of Maine right there, and possibly Marcus Ouse of Rhode Island, Walter Drugg of Mass., Stu, and David R. Webster of Massachusetts coming in." The freshman race will be a scramble," concluded Enfield.

The Tech freshmen team is inexperienced, but has shown marked improvement in the last two weeks. Captain Kittel, John Bruin, Robert Sidd, Fred Viles, Robert Bates, and Alfred Hockett will be the real team as to whether Kittel, Drugg, and Eddy will test the Tech freshman team.
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